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know" knowledge for eunderstanding pathophysiology. Developed by Mary Ann Hogan, RN and
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A *MUST* for B.S.N. pathophysiology students. Don't waste your precious time or money with any
other books! 10 question pre-test and 10 question post-test for every chapter, with rationales and
question strategies(!).

I already passed my NCLEX-RN but I still love these books! I will probably use it in my upcoming

Patho class in my RN-BSN program that I'm in now. I also really love the Ipad app they have that
lets you view your entire book in electronic format. My only complaint is that I prefer electronic
books to begin with and it seems I had to buy this paper back book to get the code so I could get it
in my Ipad. The other issue/problem is that the electronic book is only available to you for exactly 1
year once you use the code and I really hate that.

Great book that summarizes the most important points most relavent to your practice. A must buy if
your program wants you to take patho. Good luck!

So I decided to rent this book since my teacher recommended it to me. I wasn't a huge fan and
ended up sending it back. I wanted to get more insight on NCLEX style questions and tho it did have
them, the material wasn't really related to my course so it didn't really help. It did give me an idea
but there were only 10 pre questions and 10 post questions for each chapter. Nothing to concrete
on the material. as always had great service and fast shipping.

I cannot stress enough how good this book was, I use it in my first semester in nursing school. I did
not touch my pathophysiology book in the entire semester, I read the chapters from this book and
reinforce with medical videos. Plus my notes from class, this worked for me, it may not work for
other people, but this is the way i studied and it worked for me. Love the book has all the information
you need, patho is not an easy subject but the book has all the important information from your
class book without all the extra information that you would not need for your test.

I enjoyed this book, it is very good for content, but the questions it gives is primarily recall. If you are
preparing for the NCLEX and need pathophysiology review, I would recommend this book!!! If you
are purchasing solely for the questions, I would not recommend it.

Nursing classes are fun, yet terrible at the same time. This book is good and should help with
succeeding in class. Pick yours up today!

Great book, everything you need to know without the fluff of a textbook. Review questions were
great to review before tests.
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